NAPCO GORILLA GRIPTM
WIPE ON PRIMER
EQUIPMENT,
SUPPLIES, AND
TRAINING FOR
THE
PROFESSIONAL
REFINISHER
Since 1979 NAPCO has been
making bathtub refinishers happy.
We oﬀer the highest quality
reﬁnishing coatings and equipment
to get the job done right – the ﬁrst
time. Your ordering experience will
be a breeze with our professional
customer service.
You can rely on us for bath tub
resurfacing expertise so you get the
right product for your speciﬁc
situation. Order your countertop
and tub reﬁnishing supplies and
equipment online, 24/7. We oﬀer
the industries best hands-on
bathtub, tile, sink and counter top
reglazing training in convenient
3-day classes.
North American
Polymer Company, LTD.
7315 Hamlin Avenue
Skokie, IL 60076.3902
800.888.1081

NAPCO’s Gorilla Grip Wipe-On Primer is revolutionary. Five minutes
with Gorilla Grip Wipe-On Primer replaces one hour of prep. Simply
clean the tub with our Poly-Cleaner, rinse and dry the tub, wipe on
Gorilla Grip Primer and save an hour or more of tough prep work on
every job. It's that simple.
TM

APPLICATION: NAPCO Gorilla Grip is a 1-step wipe-on primer and
bonding agent for unpainted porcelain, ceramic, plastic, acrylic, and
ﬁberglass tubs and tile. Prior to ﬁrst use, remove safety tab and replace
cap securely, making sure not to introduce any foreign matter into the
can. Using NAPCO Poly-Clean Tub & Tile Prep prior to application is
essential for achieving a good bond. Thoroughly dry the surface, and
TM
TM
then apply Gorilla Grip in small sections. Drip Gorilla Grip on surface
and spread with applicator towel, move to next section and repeat until
surface is completely covered. Close container immediately after use
and discard applicator rag. Apply topcoat once surface is dry - 10
minutes for normal room temperature and humidity; longer when
temperature is lower than 65°F. Do not exceed a 30 minute wait time
TM
prior to spraying topcoat or you must reapply Gorilla Grip .
STORE INDOORS BETWEEN 50-90°F
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